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In this session, we will dive more deeply into Title I
Allocations to answer the following questions:
•

How do Title I allocations work? Discuss the Title I allocations
process step-by-step

•

What went wrong? Discuss the errors identified in the audit and
review process, including examples

•

How is this being fixed? Demonstrate how these errors have been
or are being resolved

•

What is our plan to move forward? Share the USED
communications with you
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Afton Partners: Who We Are
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95+

32

7,500+

Years

Initiatives

States

Schools

Afton’s vision is that all of America’s public education organizations are
using financial strategies, policies, and practices that sustain
effective academic initiatives—allowing more students to succeed.
Three areas of work:
Sustainability Planning
Operational Efficiency & Effectiveness
Funding Equity & Fiscal Transparency
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How do Title I Allocations work?
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Why do we have a “Title I Allocations”
Process?

SEAs receive allocations from USED and are required
to further allocate funds equitably to LEAs based on
established criteria
While allocations come from USED by LEA, it is only
by census-district (county) LEA; this must be further
disaggregated for non-census LEAs
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Title I LEA Allocations Process Overview
USED sends Title I funding under four Title I grant
components (Basic, Concentration, Targeted, and Education
Finance Incentive Grants) to SEAs for census-districts only
SEAs must adjust allocations to accommodate non-censusLEAs
SEAs must ensure no LEA is seeing an unmanageable yearover-year reduction in funding (this is known as the “hold
harmless” provision)
SEAs must “set aside” funding for School Improvement and
Administration activities

SEAs must apply adjustments for “maintenance of effort”
issues and any applicable prior year adjustments
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USED sends Title I funding under four Title I grant
components to SEAs for census-districts only

ADE receives a data file (screenshot above) from US ED that includes the State’s
total Title I Part A allocation, broken out by sub-grant component, with initial
allocations to Census LEAs only, based on latest available Census population and
poverty data.

SEAs must then adjust allocations to accommodate non-census-LEAs
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SEAs must adjust allocations to accommodate noncensus-LEAs
Census and SAIS Enrollment and
Poverty Metrics for Adjusted Counts

ADE uses a combination of Census Data
(from two years prior for Census LEAs
only) & SAIS Enrollment and FRL Data
(from October of prior year for ALL LEAs)
to create “Adjusted” student counts

US ED $ Allocations
(Census Only)

Intra-County Reallocation
from Census to Non-Census

ADE uses these adjusted student counts to proportionately
reallocate US ED Title I Allocations from Census LEAs to NonCensus LEAs within the same county. This step must also
consider LEA sub-grant eligibility by LEA. Note that the totals
for each sub grant for the county remain the same before and
after the reallocation.

SEAs must then ensure no LEA is seeing an unmanageable year-over-year reduction
in funding (the “hold harmless” provision)
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SEAs must ensure no LEA is seeing an
unmanageable year-over-year reduction in funding
(the “hold harmless” provision)
Example of “BASIC” grant hold harmless calculation

Using each LEA’s “Hold
Harmless Rate” of 85%, 90%, or
95% (determined by poverty
and enrollment counts) and the
prior year sub-grant allocation
before set-asides, the minimum
funding for each LEA amount is
determined.

LEAs falling below their
minimum requirement will be
brought up to their minimum
funding level. This is “funded”
by taking proportionately from
other LEAs being allocated an
amount above their minimum
funding level.

This process must be iterated
upon until ALL LEAs in the
State are funded at or above
their minimum funding level.

SEAs must then “set aside” funding for School Improvement and Administration
activities
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SEAs must “set aside” funding for School
Improvement and Administration activities

School Improvement Set Aside:
States must “set aside” a
mandated % of the total US ED
allocation for the School
Improvement Fund. For
FY14-17, this amount is 4% and
only those LEAs experiencing
an increase in funding YOY can
contribute funds to meet this
required total.

Admin Set-Aside:
Annually, US ED determines the
amount that each state can set
aside to fund administrative
costs associated with the grant.
ALL LEAs contribute
proportionally to this set aside.

New and Expanding Charter SetAside:
Optionally, ADE sets aside 1% of
the Allocation after Admin Set
Aside for this purpose. ALL
LEAs contribute proportionally
to this set aside.

SEAs must then apply adjustments for “maintenance of effort” issues and any
applicable prior year adjustments
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SEAs must apply adjustments for “maintenance of effort”
issues and any applicable prior year adjustments
Prior Year Adjustments:

Maintenance of Effort:

After the set-asides have been
determined, any previous year’s
allocation adjustments must be
adjusted for into the current year’s
allocations.

If any LEA fails to meet
Maintenance of Effort (supplanting
test over time), its’ allocation will be
reduced proportionately.

These required adjustments can be
driven by a variety of reasons:
updated data for US ED, correcting
for identified errors in the allocation
process, the inclusion (or omission)
of an LEA after initial allocations
are released, etc.

Any funds from Maintenance of
Effort reductions from an LEA will
be dispersed to all other entities
within that LEA’s residing county.

Once these steps have been complete and after the Master Calculation
Allocation file has been properly reviewed and approved, the Final Title I
Grant Allocations to LEAs are posted in the Grants Management System.
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What went wrong?
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In FY14, an audit identified an issue with Title I
LEA Allocations
•

ADE received an FY14 State Single Audit finding regarding
earmarking for school improvement activities via the School
Improvement Fund Set-Aside

•

Auditors identified calculation errors that impacted 23 LEAs, for a
total questioned value of $435,831

•

It was understood that this issue would have further ramifications
due to the “roll forward” to future year calculation files (allocations)
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23 LEAs had negative set-asides; others were
missing formulas entirely
Documentation from original FY14
Allocations file

School Improvement SetAside included 23 LEAs
with negative Set-Aside
amounts. Additionally,
notice that formulas were
manually eliminated from
various LEAs, leading to
inconsistent application of
the set-aside requirement.
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ADE’s investigation spanned multiple years and
uncovered multiple additional (and much more
significant) issues
Calculation Process Errors

Policy Violations

Incorrect limits on
LEA contributions to
School
Improvement Fund

Inconsistent
application of hold
harmless

Lack of proper
documentation and
records retention

Incorrect order of
operations

Lack of adjustments
to existing LEAs for
the addition of new
LEAs

Improper approvals

FY18 allocations, processes, and policies
will correct for all of these issues
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Cumulative Impact of Calculation Errors

Much of this net over-allocation came from an underfunding of
the School Improvement Fund
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Calculation Process Errors: Incorrect limits on
LEA contributions to School Improvement Fund
ESEA guidelines required 4% of total State Title I funding to be set aside for
School Improvement Activities (under section 1003(a) of ESEA). However, no
LEA could contribute so much that it lost funding year-over-year.*
ADE misinterpreted this provision to be a limit of 4% of any LEA’s
funding, which is not accurate.
Year

Actual

Required

Shortfall

FY14 (SY13-14)

$3.2M

$12.4M

$(9.2)M

FY15 (SY14-15)

$8.7M

$13.0M

$(4.3)M

FY16 (SY15-16)

$6.0M

$12.9M

$(6.9)M

FY17 (SY16-17)

$9.2M

$13.4M

$(4.1)M

Total FY14 - FY17

$27.2M

$51.7M

$(24.5)M

*This requirement changes under ESSA to 7% of total funds; in FY18, the provision is
7% of EVERY LEA; beyond FY18, the requirement is 7% in total.
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Calculation Process Errors: Inconsistent
application of hold harmless
The “hold harmless” provision was inconsistently applied,
and in one year, not applied at all.
• FY14: No Hold Harmless provision applied
• FY15 – FY17: Hold Harmless incorrectly applied:
– Hold harmless included for census LEAs only
– Did not meet the criteria established for each sub-grant
– Did not properly pull from each LEA to contribute to LEAs
meeting hold harmless provision
– Incorrect order of operations used
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Reminder: Hold Harmless is applied based on
established criteria for each of the four sub-grants
Example of “BASIC” grant hold harmless calculation

Using each LEA’s “Hold
Harmless Rate” of 85%, 90%, or
95% (determined by poverty
and enrollment counts) and the
prior year sub-grant allocation
before set-asides, the minimum
funding for each LEA amount is
determined.

LEAs falling below their
minimum requirement will be
brought up to their minimum
funding level. This is “funded”
by taking proportionately from
other LEAs being allocated an
amount above their minimum
funding level.

This process must be iterated
upon until ALL LEAs in the
State are funded at or above
their minimum funding level.
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Calculation Process Errors: Incorrect order of
operations
Each part of the calculation process builds upon the previous; reordering steps
in the process changes allocation amounts. The Order of Operations was done
incorrectly in all years.
USED sends Title I funding under four
Title I grant components to SEAs

SEAs must apply “hold harmless”
provision
SEAs must “set aside” funding for School
Improvement and Administration activities

Incorrect
Order
Applied

SEAs must adjust allocations to
accommodate non-census-LEAs

SEAs must apply adjustments for MoE
and Prior Year Adjustments
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Calculation Process Errors: Lack of adjustments
to existing LEAs for the addition of new LEAs
•

Because of the interrelated nature of all the formulas for allocations,
if an LEA is added, all other LEAs will be impacted (especially those
in the same county as the added LEA)
• Grants loads were not updated to reflect the allocation of dollars to
new LEAs, nor were prior year adjustments tracked and applied
• In most years, this amounted to over $2M of over-allocated funding.
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Policy violations enabled these calculation
errors to persist for years without being caught
Policy violations generally fell in two categories:
1. Lack of record retention
2. Improper approvals
Examples of policy violations included:
• Adjusting allocations provided to LEAs with no documentation of
approval
• Grants system loads were done with no corresponding file retained
• No record of approvals retained
ADE is in the process of ensuring policies are appropriate
for the revised allocation process
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How is this being fixed?
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Post-mortem: Why did this happen and how
can we prevent similar issues?
A combination of factors likely contributed to this situation. Practices that can
prevent this moving forward include:

Proper Policies and
Procedures:
Process Integrity
Effective
Communication

• Ensuring policies and procedures remain updated
• Asking questions when policies and procedures are unclear

• Adhering to policies and procedures
• Ensuring proper checks and balances in the process (and improving
policy where needed)
• Ensuring data integrity and maintaining proper documentation

• Raising issues for proper resolution
• Communicating effectively, particularly cross-functionally/
departmentally

Improvements are being implemented to address these core
root causes
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Process improvements and trainings will
prevent future errors
•

•

•

A corrected template, reviewed and vetted by
US Department of Education, has been used for
FY18 and will be used for future years

Process Integrity

This corrected template is accompanied by a
detailed Standard Operating Procedure, which
thoroughly explains how to complete allocation
procedures

Proper Policies
and Procedures

ADE and Afton will continue to train and support
Title I leadership and cross-training backup
personnel as identified

Effective
Communications

These documents are available for review
on ADE’s Title I website
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What can you expect next?
• ADE is committed to resolving the FY14 audit finding with as
minimal disruption to LEAs as possible; ADE has proposed
to USED:
–

No reductions or holdbacks in future funding to LEAs that were
historically overfunded

–

Making historically underfunded LEAs whole over the course of
no longer than 2-5 years as unobligated funds become available

• ADE’s updated procedures and allocations files are publicly
available on the ADE Title I website
• ADE will notify LEAs once negotiations with USED are
completed and the resolution plan is approved
ADE’s response to USED is publicly available
on the ADE Title I website
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Supplemental Slides
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The audit finding remained unaddressed until
resurrected by new Title I leadership
Action
FY14 Single Audit identified the SI Set-Aside error in FY14 Allocations

Timeline
June 2014

Superintendent Douglas elected

November 2014

ADE initially notified regarding Title I audit finding

December 2014

New Administration begins
FY14 Single Audit finding published by State Auditor General
Date ADE corrective action per State Auditor was to have been completed
USED publishes findings affirming State finding
Date ADE required to complete corrective action per USED

January 2015
March 2015
June 30, 2015
May 2106
July 31, 2016

FY14 audit finding discovered as unresolved

November 2016

New Title I leadership takes office

November 2016

Initial responses by new Title I leadership to USED
Process to identify a qualified firm to help address the finding begins

Dec 2016 – Feb 2017
March 2017

Afton Partners identified

April 2017

Afton Partners contract begins

June 2017

Response to Audit Finding sent to USED

November 2017
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